Quantifying the causal interactions in the brain using a measure of directed transinformation.
Most of the brain's cognitive functions rely on the coordinated interactions of neuronal sources that are distributed within and across specialized brain areas. It is important to quantify these temporal interactions directly from neuroimaging data such as the electroencephalogram (EEG). A variety of measures have been proposed to quantify the neural interactions including linear correlation measures and nonlinear information theoretic measures. An important aspect of neural interactions is the direction of the information flow, i.e., the causal interaction between the different regions. In this paper, we propose using a directed transinformation measure (T measure) to quantify these causal interactions. This measure is a generalization of Granger causality and quantifies both the linear and nonlinear interactions between the signals. The proposed measure is applied to both simulated and real EEG signals and is shown to be sensitive to the dependencies between signals.